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NEWS for Immediate Release
Visioneer Mobility Receives Multiple Awards and Recognition
New cordless mobile scanner recognized for being “revolutionary”, “intuitive” and
“awesome” by editors of top IT publications.
PLEASANTON, Calif., May 18, 2011 – Visioneer,
Inc., a leader in intelligent document imaging
solutions, today announced that the Visioneer
Mobility is the recipient of the PC Magazine Editors’
Choice Award, received a perfect 5 out of 5 star
rating from Network World Magazine, an 8 out of 10 rating from Mobile Magazine, and Editors
Choice award from Businessinfo Magazine and extremely positive reviews from CRN Magazine and
Inventor Spot.
According to the PC Magazine review, published on March 31, 2011, “the Mobility is way out in front
of everyone else. Being able to see your scans on the spot, as long as you have a smartphone, is a
big plus for scanning without a PC, and the high scores (for a portable scanner) for optical character
recognition, document management, and business card management puts the Mobility in a class of
its own in any case. If you need a portable document scanner, make sure this one winds up on your
short list.”
The Network World review stated, “The cordless nature of the scanner and its ability to scan directly
to memory cards without needing a connected PC opens up opportunities for scanning where they
didn't exist before (mobile workers, field workers). On the consumer side, the scanner is an
awesome way to take the shoe box or photo album filled with pre-digital camera photos and digitize
them (for posting on social networks or just to store them in the cloud).
In addition to Network World, the CRN Test Center and Mobile Magazine had high praise for Mobility.
 “Visioneer’s revolutionary mobile scanner is straightforward, intuitive, and can scan a full
color document in three seconds flat. The device is positioned well to revolutionize mobile
document imaging for several reasons, according to an evaluation by the CRN Test Center.”
 “For the first truly portable scanner to hit the market, Visioneer did a fantastic job. Speed
and accuracy are what you would expect from a portable scanner,” stated the review in
Mobile Magazine.
Visioneer Mobility is a cordless mobile scanner that functions without a computer, cables, or drivers
and scans directly to an SD card or USB memory drive. Users simply press the power button, insert
SD or USB memory, press the selector button to choose document type and insert a document or
photo. Mobility is also the first mobile scanner that can scan directly to smart phones including
Android™, Windows® and BlackBerry®. Visioneer Mobility instantly digitizes documents, photos,
plastic ID cards and more into one of three file formats: color PDF, black and white PDF or color
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JPEG. Scanned items can be saved to an SD memory card or a USB flash drive. After scanning items,
users can simply eject the removable memory and insert it into any computer with a SD or USB slot,
whether Windows, Mac, or Linux. Visioneer Mobility is recognized as a storage device when
attached to a computer, so the scanned files can also be easily copied to the hard drive with an
included cable.
Pricing, Availability
Priced at $199.99 US List price the Visioneer Mobility comes complete with the 2 GB SD memory
card (an SD adapter with microSD card built in to work with smartphones and tablets that accept
microSD cards), rechargeable battery, recharging/data cable and AC wall adapter, protective
carrying case and DVD that includes a user manual & bonus software. It is currently available
through online channel partners and major resellers.
About Visioneer
Visioneer provides a broad range of scanning solutions for the desktop, distributed and departmental document imaging
markets as well as the mobile and remote business scanning segments. In 2003, Visioneer combined its leading scanner
technology with the Xerox brand recognition to develop the Xerox® DocuMate® product line. Visioneer and Xerox DocuMate
high-performance business scanners and imaging software solutions offer users speed, image quality, advanced paper
handling and ease-of-use with exclusive Visioneer OneTouch® technology. For additional information on Visioneer and
Xerox scanning solutions, visit www.visioneer.com, www.visioneer.com/company/news or www.xeroxscanners.com. For
open commentary and industry perspectives visit http://www.facebook.com/visioneerinc, http://twitter.com/visioneerinc.
Visioneer offers both product lines under a single reseller partners program. The 20/20 Perfect Vision program optimizes
VAR margins and sales opportunities through volume incentive rebates, sales support and marketing tools. Additional
information can be found at www.visioneer.com/2020.
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